Mapr internsptbus in the suppiy of crude oii in the Middle East have callsed significant
e+ur~~lnicdanragt b terms of bst outputand ~IWSMA Satiou in the industrial countries.
To &ie e%tellttfirrt*JWmac;m
od69s of shocks are a function of the magnitude of
the oil pti immxmq climes& or ~~~ti~~y
cclordiiated pol~S3 to restrain oil price
incr~8se~ during &ruptbns c01t be IX&&I, One s:scb policy initiative is the release of oil
held In public stockpiles. We address the mutivatbna for prvate and ptibk stockpiling in
on kWY&mpor-~optimizing m&i. As 8 sped
case of our general model, we develop and
sirnub& a m&l of the workl oil market to examine the benefits (in terms of lower world oil
p&c@Orrrkasiag oiifrom the U.S. Strategic Pet&cum Reserve.

The fast 15 years have seen violent fluctuations in the international
petroleum market. The substantial price increases of the early 1970s
culminated in the oil embargo and quadrupling of oil prices in 1973-74.
Oil prices rose sharply again during the Iranian Revolution of 1978-79
and with the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war in 1980. Between these
epizodes, and at present, the oil market has bezn characterized by falling
real prices and efforts by OPEC to restrain production. This paper
examines these fluctuations and their effects on the industrialized
eccraamies, and models one policy designed to mitigate the macro-

eamomic dRctss
‘The~c~~R~~~~

casts of oil supply shocks have been examined

along several ~~rnensi[~~~.IMailed anafyses sf the economic transmiGon of tile first oil shoe& can be found in Cordon (1975) or in the
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volume edited by Fried and Sohuhze (1975). Sachs (1979) has focused
83 the role of factor price responses (of the real wage!rate and teal
interest rate) in determiniig the mwr~ec~nodc
impact of 8 supply
s~o&, hum (ENK2)and Bruno and Sachs fl982) have ~nsi~r~ the
role of the increase in the relative price of energy in explaining the
slowd,own in productivity experienced by most industrial naticms in the
middle and late 1970s. The extent to which oil price fluctuationsmay be
responsible for currentaccxxmtmovementshas been discussedby Sachs

(‘1981).Krugman(1983) looked at links between oii price tIuctuations
and appreciation or depreciation of the U.S. dollar. The Energy
Modeling Forum at Stanford University has conducted a study of the
economic effects of oil price increases and dpcreases using a set of
macroeconomic models. ’
Two types of policy responses could be advanced to reduce the costs
to the economy of a large oti price fluctuation, &come stabilization
policies and oil market policies. The former include tools for mitigating
the short-run drain on aggregate demand for a given price increasee.g., temporary tax rebate schemes, accommodating monetary policy, or
investment incentives. 03 market policies encompass oil taxes and
ta$iffs, price eont.rals, :and stockpile drawdown programs, interventions
desi:gned to affect 02 prices directly. Clearly, the two eatego-ies are not
milt ually exclusive.
An ana&& of the ef’fectivenessof coordinating economic stabilization
pclic:y responses to deal with oil shocks is a topic of ongoing research
and is beyond the scope of this paper. Our attention is focused here on
“oil market” policies, particularly on the use of govemmen t stockpiles of
oil (like the Strategtc Petroleum Reserve in the United States), either by a
singie government in isolation or in the context of an agr 32ment.
Section 2 of the paper reviews the institutior of international
cooperation in the oil market as embodied in the international Energy
Agellcy (IEA) and addressEs the basic policy issues of stockpot
COOI‘
lination. The third section dcvztops jnte~~~p~~~l optimi~.~~
mot1:Is of private and public inventory accumulation, ~~~~pa~~~gtheir
motiWions and implications. Of particular importance is the rote of
uncli?&ty over future oil prices in del;cribing i~v~~tor~ behavior.
ConiJitEons under which public stockpile ~~~~ti~~~~~~~~s
are 134~ to ~~~~~~~~
oil 4:ring a “crisis” are derived. The viability of existing cooperative
agrc>:,mentsis discussed in that context.
bhc inventory ~~~~rnu~a~oni!;
treati:d as an ~ter~~at~~~a~game and ~o~~oopera~iv~ and ~~op~ra~i~~

:&itions are ~ntras~ed to evaluate -the berxfits of cooperation and to
evaIuate the r4aiiU-Glzzrit~ of various agreements.
S4ztion 4 ~~~
a &r&e c43seaf the i?;od& of the previous section
to illustrate the put&
gains fiorn stockpile policy coordination. We
illustrate how a negative supply shock raises 04 prices. with attendant
rna~~~u~~
damage. This damage in turn reduces oil demand, so
&ar when the shock ends, oil prices s re lover than if it had not occurred.
This appears to capture what has happened in the 1980s. After
deve@irig a simple ~~a~~
model of the world oil market, the
benefits of intenrational stockpile coordination are quantified under a set
of policy assumptions. Conclusions and directions for futti.re research
AND POLK3

ISSUES

Before taking up policy questions, we review the relevant institutional
background, Much has been written on this subject; our concern here is
only with those dspects immediately relating to economic analysis of the
problem.

Among the QECD countries cooperation on energy issues ha- been
placed under th, auspices of the International Energy Agency (IEA). ’ It
is not our task here to provide a detailed critique of past IEA actions’;
suffice to say that consumer ,ooperation has not always been a
resounding success, Indeed, it has sometimes proved difflcuh to detect. it
will, however%serve tu summarize briefly the manner in which coopesa&ionis to take place within the EEA. The salient points axe three. First,
nnember ~untr~
are required to hold stocks equal 1.091 Jays of net
imports+ Second, the Agene:*%sharing mechanism is essem achy dormam
until such time as its rn~rn~r~ ~~t~~~~~~ that a severe cisruption has
occurred. In order for the e~~~r~e~~y program to be :et in motion
preferred to as *~~~ge~~~~~~the d;sr~~~io~ must lead ?o a loss of at least
7 ~~r~e~t of I a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~with a base ~~~~~~ of the
~~~~~a one ~~~~$~~~
luff for datu ~,~~~~~~t~~~~~.‘~
~r~~~~u~ four ~~~~~~~r~~
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Third, when the trigger is pulled, member countries are reclui:ed to
institute demand restraint TVreduce c~nsurr~pth~~ by ‘7percent, re&zce
imports by more than 7 percent, and make up the diffelrtsnceby drawing
down reserves? ‘I&X mea~es are designed to restri& demand ia the
short r~ in an effei:prt
to prevent oil prices from skyroczketing.
Various technical problems with such a program h,ave been pointed
out in the liitersture; here, we take note of two broader difficulties. Fiit,
the 7 percent threshold corresponds to a severe disruption, Assuming
Free World oil consumption af roughly 50 mmb/d (million barrels per
day), aad taking the 3EA share of consuniption as constant: a loss of
3.5 mmb/d (net of increased exports by other producers) is necessary to
trigger the emergency mechanism. The Iranian crisis, during which oil
prices ~?lorethan doubted, was of mnsiderably lesser magnitude. Se(;ond,
demarnr, restraint proved to be easier said than don-the
March i979
agreement to cut consumption by 5 percent had no provisioli for
enforcement.
2B. Basic Questions
We view the IE.9, as an organization designed to foster collusion on
the demand side ol’ the oil market, and examine the economic effects of
such behavior. Demand restraints can be effected through a short-rcrm
tariff, quota, or tax,, or by regulation, be it mandatory (e.g., emergr:ncy
conservation), or voluntary (e.g., exhortation, propaganda such as *‘the
moral equivalent of war.‘5)
Utiortunately, rai&g the domestic oil price still further by mea;as of
a disruption tariff or tax ran serve to exacerbate the adverse rnaGro=
economic impacts desGbed above. Demand regulations, in additG?n to
well-known microeconomic inefflciences (which are likely to be fairly
sma.U in this case, becau.se of low sl,ort-run eIa._icities), are EIOW,
cumbersome, and difficult to monitor, making them unsuitable 2s a
response to a sup@y shock.
Use of strategic stockpiles is the alternative to demand rest>aint
(response of producrion to higher priscs in the short run is very limited).
Stockpile release can address the oil price problem whiie avoiding the
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adverse macroeconomic consequrnc;es associated with delnard restraint.
“I%e ides
uf this paper a&tresses ~~e~ati~~
aspects of stockP&g*

~t~k~~g behavior on the part of pubtic and private agents in the
United States and other importing counties can plajr a Iarg,e role in oil
price outcomes during supply shocks. For example, the loss of oil
production when the war between Iran and Iraq broke out in late 1980
did not cause nearly as great a price increase as the smaller disruption
wwiated
with
the h&n
Revolution. General consensus in the oil
industry cre&ts the relatively high level of stocks at the outset of the
Iran-Iraq War with facilitating the ensuing drawdown, thereby making
up part of the loss and easmg pressure on the spot r;larkets. In contrast,
world szock levels were below historical averages in the last quarter of
1378. The scrambleto bu.i4dup stocks whIzh followed is widely credited
with exacerbating the price effects of the relatively small IrarJan
disruption.
The various issues surrounding stocks policy can be d.isGI~~d
into four
questions: the size of the reserve, the fti schedule, the draw schedule, and
the Lstitutional framework (e.~., ownership, finance, decisic ;I making).
Clearly, the answer to any one: of these questions is constrained by the
answers given to the other thnbe. Devising a comprehensive “cradle-tograve” program for the reserve is prchibitively complicated, however. It
may also be of limited vr?‘ueto policy makers.. who seldom, if ever, have
the luxury elf creating the worid anew.
In this paper, we take the questions oi’ six, r’ill schedule, znc$l
~~t~tu~onal framework as ant wered, and concentrate on dzwdown
de&ions, Our reasons for doin { so are two. First, the drawdown issue
has received ~~siderably less tnalysis than the others.’ Second, while
most ~~n~~sts tend to agree (or at le:lst noi to disagree too
strenuously) about the size of th: reserve and its institutional setup,
considerable controversy exists tbout its use as an instrument of policy.
It should bc obvious that a rcsc~ve that is never intcn&C: to bi: ust:d is no
better than no reserve at A!.
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mitigation of this damage through the above-desctibed exertion of
downward pressure IDYP
oil prices. We regard debates over whether
reserves should be used for strategic or tact&al purposes 8s w&h0ut
content (we assume that in the event of war, the armed furce&witi have
k,riority access to oil as wea as other goods). We take as given that
government reserves are instruments of energy e???ergew policy, not a
~xcteans
%r manipulating oil prices in the medium run,
The fati that coordination is benefciai and that t price reduction
:I&ievable is an increasing function of coordination still begs the
quesl2on.sof the likelihood of such coordination in a Ynarket*’ (noninlterventionist) outame and of the types of institutional mechanisms
that could facilitate the coordination. To examine these questionsz we
must foals more &sely on the motivations for holding strategic 02
i nvenkxics.
:: OPTLlPMLPUBLIC STOCKPILING AND THE BENEFITS
STWXPILE COQ~INAI’ION

- ’ OF

Understanding the motives behind public stockpiling is important not
only for a realistic analysis of t!!e :-esponse of public reserves to price
movements in the vorld oil market, but also for evaluating the viability
c f particular interrational agro?ments. Agreements whose provisions
r;l’~nin opposition to the optitig
behavior of thz various nations
involved are unlikely ta prove workable and success~u1in a crisis.
Stockpile policy is inhercntiy mar;: complex to analyze than are tariffs
and quotas, since it requires an exphcitly inter-temporal model; in a oneperiod ;iamfework,it is always optimal to liquida.tethe entire stockpile.
This section utilizes the dynamic methods recently ~pu~a~~~ in
macroeconomics (Sargent 1979). Similar techniques should be of
interest to canmodity modelers examining buffer-stock price stabihzation schemes.
The public stockpile is, to be u:;ed in accord with each country j%
assumed general economic policy of maximizing the present dismounted
value of real income (output les:; inkportedint~~ed~ate gosds).HIn each
csuntryj, output @,)of a single tin.11good is produced from oil (Qj) and
sth~r inputs Cgj) .Iccording to tjhe production function
Each nation imports all of its oil, which is the only imported intermediate
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other countries (also) affect the oil price, they may affect the oaks
release straa,:gy of thi; domestic authotity.
Ikcause the marketfor 03 is a w&d mark& priceout~~nrtes
fronaGM

CWW#S stockpile movement depend on the actions af other NW&&S,
The problem is inherently game-theoretic. As a base case, we can
consider the nwrcooperative solution. III the Cownot-Nash so&ion,
players do not consider the benefiti~ impact of&& own actions on the
others. Each country takes the stockpiling decisions of the others as
given, then selects its own stockpile level. As a result, this solution does
not fully exploit the positive externalities associated with stockpile
policy; ali parties might be better (offby agreeing to release mote oil at
the onset of a disruption.
If we assume that the discount rates, holding costs, and stock
adjustment parameters are the same across countries, so that S, = S$+&
ci = C,Vfi and hj = h,4-, and the nonnegativity constraint does not bin&

then the solueionto (4) can be written as
c

I j,t+ i =

hlj Ij,* + i - 1 +

-1.6)&j-’

P(1

7

,c,hf%,I(l
f

-Pr+.i+K

-.cl -

h-'(1

+

6)h,-’

f

k 30

hi:

+ wPf+,+,t +

jy( 1)
dp I.,

Qj.,

4 i 4

1

A*

where lLli and 1., are the roots of the Euler equation.
Examining (6), we can consider the impacts of changes in expect&

future prices on public inventory accumulation in each country. in this
mcdel, the expectation of higher oil prices in the future repr~ents the
anticipation of an interruption in the supply of impw+,sdoil or worming
conditions attendant to an existing suppiy disruptive. The u~~e~ai~ty
over future oil prices plays an important role here. The first two terms in
(6) resemble the result for a pro~t-rn~~~iKl~ firm, ~~~~ely~that hi
expected future prices, ceten’s ~~~~~~~, kx3 to larger st~~k~il~s (s~~~~~~~r
releases) today. That impact i ; srrder
3ti the “puhhc’” cast than in the
“firm” case he~~~se the formel, takes into ,zc~~tnt the fact that stock~~~~
releases affect current-period 09 prices. ~/~~ is written with respect to
the conjecture &nut the ie2~7ion of ~7th~ seliurmf~
‘es; LQ.$&;/j d~nroics
evaluation for changes in 4 alcrrcr

dfect output in a nonlinear manner, the expectation of an 3il price next
current price (i.&, the: 4zqectO:on of low oil
a, and bcntx output9 ~&t&e tu trend) win atso work through
this, note tfutt the third piece of (6) repttesants the inframarginal

f a ~~kp~e release in terms of paymd for oil consumed.
(6) in terms of stocks relatix to current consumption yields

If an initial “‘oilshmk””at time t is expected to worsen at time t + 1, then
oil consumption at time t + 1 falls relative to oil consumption at time I,
mising the ratio of stocks to consumption at time t. This effect is scaled
by the extent to whist movements; in public inventory accum?rlation
flea. the world price.
To put the problem i;r perspective, think of the BECD as being
compused of ‘2arge” count&F (the United States and Japan) and
%mall” countdes (the European ns’“tions,Australia, and New Zealana).
Because of their size, smd countries are unlikely to have much of an
effect on world oil prices through their stockpiling behavior. In the limit,
they may behave like the firms, takingp’ as zero. Jf they ignore or do not
perceive the impact of their stockpiling behavior on the world oil price,
their income stabihxatlon motive for releasing stocks vanishes; co matter
how great the impact of oil price fluctuations on output, the fact that
stockpr?e reteueies arc mt perceived to affect the world oil price vitiates

their purpose. in that case, equation (6) can be rewritten as

K,
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where
m
J’, = c Yjr*
j =I

PPz
Qr =

f
j =l

Qjr,

and

s,

=

G
j -1

S,[

denote total output,, oil consumption, and stuck changtt irr
respectively.
Using a superscript C to denote the cooperative inventory few& tfre
soEutionto (9) may be expressed as

Note that 3,‘:< h, ; and Xj > h$$ Because &/a in the cooperativecase
is evaluated considering aB stock changes, &/uY] 22”> &/d7/ i”
l%e question is thus the following. Given an oil shock, how will the
sizes of the stockoiles (stockpile releases) under the noncooperative and
cooperative solut ons diverge? Comparing (6) and (11) re~e-alsthat the
cooperative solution leads to larger stockpile reieases zLtthe onset of a
supply disruption than the roncooperative (Cournot- Nar;h) solution.
Moreover, the difference arises because oi the oligopsony power of the
importing countries in the world oil market.”
That substantial ben.efitsto cooperation exist still begs the question of
how such cooperation might be effected. The diflereuce between the
noncoor\erative and cooperative solutions suggests the ~ssib~ty that 8
%iniagreement” among the countries with the largest st~~~~~~ may
achieve a substantial porticn of the benefits of complete ~~~ration~
With respect to the OECD wnd the IEA agreema B it may be that a
bilateral U.S.---Japan accord would achieve much of the ~~n~~ts (in
terms of lower oil prices) attainable by the group as a whole.

CAL ~~P~~M~~A~~N:

THE

w&L onestrategyisto
t the SPR *SILTY
the
ter OECTS members.
s&&ion 8116requires
ability of disruption
ptiunof&zeD,_,
in
(1981) took this approach. Hogan (1983)
~t~~~n~
~t~~~~~
Neither considered
f. Itn a recent paper, Wright and Williams
private stocks, but their assumptions result in
~~~~tu~

draw in B disruption: the behrivbr examined here is zx-

dUde8.
Awthcr
possibility is ta 3tssume away must oi’ the uncertainties
a%sot=iatad with the dis~ption, then optimize by linear programming
m&hods_ Such an approach wa% taken by Muenne, Blankenship, and

McCQy (t. 979).
Despite: their at_tmtive ftitures, we do not emptoy control models
here; they RR not wel d&gn& fw modeting short-run fluctuations.
Instad, we utilize stimulation madets with thonometricatly estimated
equations in an attempt to mimic actual market behavior.
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the excess, thus a&.ng as a signal of short-run
disequilibrium. The contract price is then adjusted, and so on.”
market

satisfies

c:‘hespot price increases whca the ixxuket “tightens,” Two fows of
“tightening” are possible: demand can incre~ due TVcl~ngcs in
consumption or stock buildup, and supply can decrease due to
disruption in a producing country, cr d&berg& product!on cuts. To
capture these effects, we para,netrize supply by production capacity,
following Nordhaus (1980).
When a disruption occurs, capacity is removed from the market, and
the output-to-capacity ratio of the nondisrupted OPEC produm
rises.
At higher prices, these producers are willing to accelerate output, thereby
bumping against their own capacity restraints. When excess capaoity no
longer exists (output/capacity = k), even larger increases in the spot
price can elicit little further supply response, hence the nonlinearity of the
. ‘we. In equa Lionform, we have
where t indexes the time pr;riod, w and p are parameters to be estimate4
and X, and 2’7 refer to C9PEC production and capacity production,
respectively. Capacity decisions are assumed to be determined by
longer-term consid\:rations outside the scope of the model, and are tiken
as exogenous.
This description of the short run can be associated with va,.L=~~s
views
of medium-to-long-term behavior, and we are thus agnostic LT the
question of OPEC internal structure, be it a cartel, a dominant ftl~
oligopoly, or something else. Non-OPEC producers and disrupted
countries are assumeci to produce at capacity (an alternative would be to
t:*eat them as price takers).
We model demand as a function of price and income (which itself
depends on oil prices). Since adjustment is iimited in the short run, we
include the previous quarter’s demand as an expiana ,ry v~~~h~~*The
price employsd in the demand equation is ~~t~~~l~ t.hc ~~n~~*
acquisition coslt, and is taken as an average of spot and ~~~nt,r~~t
prices,
plus tr mspr,rt costs. We thus i~~p~i~~t~y
assure that the r~~ni~~ ~~~d~~~tr~
is conapetitk~e.
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unemployment through their impact on real autput in conjunction with
their impact on real unit labor costs.
The model also emphasizes the determination of wages and prices as
an important transmission mechanism A ccmmmn problem in many
macroeconornetric models is the simultaneity of the d~~~o~
of
wages and prices. Increases in unit labor costs are certainly a fixtw in
inflation, but workers rlresumably consider inflation when rn~g
nominal wage demands. The growth of (nominal) wages in the model
depends on inflationary expectations and on the unemploymentrate.
Labor compensation depends on wages, fringe benefits, and the
employers’ contribution to payroll tax programs (such as Social Security
and unemployment insurance).
Inflationary expectations depend on lagged inflation and on money
growth. Hence, while oil price shocks may ultimately affect wage
demands through their inflationary impact, the stance of monetary
policy (i.e., whe&heror not to accommodate the shock) is important for
the path of nominal and real wages after the shock. The implicit price
deflator for the gross national product is determined from information
about unit labor costs, the cost of capital services, and the aggregate
price of energy (determined from the world oil market model and from
assunqtions about the prices of coal and natural gas).
-iBp,e
macroeconomic model also contains a mod4 of the domestic
money market, focusing on the supply of and de,ztind for money. Shortterns interest rates from that model in conjunction with a ter;n structure
eqtiation (influenced by the finarcing of government debt) yield langtern1 interest rates (which influence business fmed investment) and
mortgage rates (affecting housing demand). Central bank decisions on
the growth of the monetary base also affect inflationary expectations,
with resulting impacts on wage rate and exchange rate determination.
The government can also affect the outcomes of the variables in the
model through changes in fiscal poky (taxes and spending)_Changes jn
payroll taxes affect labor compensation and the price f output; changes
11,corporate income taxes, the investment tax credit, or ahownbfe
depreciation rates affect investment. In anal:rzing the impact of fiscal
poticy, the nmdel focuses on (a) the timing of the revenue and
exp:nditures changes, (b) the components of ag~r~~~t~demand affected
(and their feedbacks to the rest of the model), (c) the ~flat~~~~~y
consequences of the changfds,ancl (d) the way in which the change is
f&need.
The oil market and macroeconomic models are solved simultaneousiy
by iteration in order to obtain consistent values of oil prices and
0Lq3\1t.

Our s~rnu~a~~~~s
cover the four-year period 198346 (i.e.. the :xxsion
of the mode! used here is mitiatized in the fourth qtlarter of i 982). We
first present a %untr&YlsGenari0,’ wherein no further dim-up&mtakes
pIa=. Corned
Iranian and Iraqi produ&iionmovers throughoutthe
intmd. U.S. 08 ~~u~~~
is proje&d to drop slowly throughout the
interval, a~~ugh it is more than of&et by increases outside 9)PEC. In
this setting we model a relatively “loose” market (ix., low output-tocapacity ratio) in the absence of furtherdehberaterestrict& &ions by
OPEC, with oil prices first falling, then rising as the OECD economies
fr(xoyer from the txtxs&m @eeTable 1). In the control scenario, the U.S.
f3ls the SPR at 200 mb/d.
THEDrsau~no~. We simulate a disruption of moderate siz Available
capacity is reduced by 7 mmb/d fc,r one year, starting in 1983 1). Much

Tabk I: Compar&on of Control and “Base Case” Disruptims
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of the loss is made up (albeit at h.igher prices) because of the substantial
excess capacitjr at that time. (In the absence of disruption, capacity

With nu p&y ~~~~~t~o~~
OPEC prufhatction,which is endog~nous, fatls relative to ~~-~~ Case
roughly by 100 mb/d in 1983(l), 400 mb/d in X983(2), 800 mbjd in
1983(3), 1.4 mmb/d in 1983(4), 2.2 mmb/d in 1984(l), 2,4 mmb/d in
1984(2), 2.9 mmbfd in X984(3),and 3.6 mmb/d in 198~(4).
Table 1 presents quterly spot aad U.S. retie& a~uis#ion cos’t&ta
and changes in private inventories, Although capacity is restored by
1984(l), the spot price does not descend to its predisruption level until
19:55(1). U.S. private inventories are built relative to the control, rapidljr
at fiist (roughly 90 mmb/‘din It983), more slowly thereafter. Starting in
1984(4), private invento-ies are decumulated relative to the c;3ntrol.
would

&

ut%zd

at

about

75

per&~.)

Experimentation with oth:r simulations revealed that the results are not
highly sensitive to changes in in&I conditions,
POLICY.The proper policy exercise is to calculate optimal stock
releases by the United States and the rest of the OECD. At present,
however, models of the OECD economies are not available to us.
Instead, we &l.ize t,le result of another study, done by the C~nunisszon
of the European Communities, which suggestti a figure of five deys”
worth of consumption (I/Q = 5). We provide illustratjvc simulations of
three cases.
Noncooperative Case. This is the disruption described abave.
Following our earlier discussion, we assume other OECD
countries act like private firms, while the United States continues
its predisruption policy.
2. Coloperah:on. All countries follow EC Commission proposal.
1.

3. “Miniagr~ement.” The United States, Japan, apd Germany act
‘~cooperafively”as in 2, other countries ‘“noneouperatively” as in
1.
The; economic effects to be considered are two. First, we seek to
quantify the above-described effects to stock adjust~~ei~ts ou the world
oil market. Second, we examine the resulting n~a~r#e~~n~rni~ Gnpact,
wh,ich is ::;resum&?y the r&on d’&~ of stock policy. Our assutaptions
about domestic 5seal and monetary policy are taken from the recent
Energy Modeling Forum study, ~&~&cro~conon~~Impacts of Energy
Shocks” (Hickman and Huntington 1984).
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16 mmb/d and 20 mmb/d, respectively. We assume tfiese relish are
initiated in the second quarter of the disruption f l9~~(~~~ and are
repeated in the &ird quarter, amounting to 456 mbf
550 mb,!d draw of foreign stocks. Obviously, other

possible, Table 2 presents the effects on spot prices.
The effects or”using the SPK are two. Fit, the dares
OPEC output tixerts downward pressure on spot prices. S
drawn s:lbstitutes for imported oil almost entirely. This
improves the U.S. trade balance md hence the U.S. GM?
Rrtally, we compare the %ooperative” {all draw) ca$e w&h a
“miniagreement~ in which countries other than the United States,
Japan, and Germany are free to “cheat.” The tables indicate that the
“miniagreement” does almost as well as complete cooperation;the other
countries are not large enough to upset the applecart.
1 and 3 illustrate how
“shortages” and “gluts” are reiated. The supply disruption is harmful to
the economy (e.g., for 1984 alone the cost is about $17 billion in 1972
d&ars to the U.S.), which reduces the demand for oil. As a result, spot
prices atier a disnmtion eventually fall substafitislly below their value in
Y&EL SKORI~AGFS~ AND Yh

C~LUTS." Tables

the base case-more
than $10 per barrel by 1986. The refiner’s
acquisition cost exhibits a similar pattern.
Stock policies thus can play a significant rote in moeGrating oiif
fluctuations in both directions, through two channd~. First, rebu~din~
stocks drawn down during a disruption serves to k.eep prices from falling
during “glut times,” and second, averting disruption-induced losses in
real income raises oil demand. Cooperation provides rn~~ura~i~benc&s
in addition to its well-known spiritual ones.

R GlemzHubbard and Robert f. Weiner

358
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cone

in &e

&X&S
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the in&idual

signers) must be

ftshionckl. A clear direction for future work is to analyze the role of

ctir?ination of macroeconomic policy in reducing tie costs of large oil
price diseases. (Even witbin the context of examinings&~&pm
policies,the ~zxchangerate is obviously a factor in detmmihq the “prioc:
of oil” outside theeU.S.) The benefitfiof coordinated fiscal and monetary
policieI probably great& exceed those generated from stockpile cuoper&
tion, Uough ackieving the former is covenmore difR&t than achieving
the latter.
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